
PROTECT. DETECT. RESPOND.

Guardian 365 is an always-on cybersecurity managed service offering end-to-end
protection, monitoring, detection, and remediation of attacks on your infrastructure,
data, users, and endpoints. Leverage the security expertise of award-winning
Microsoft Solutions Partner, Forsyte I.T. Solutions, to keep your organization secure.

Guardian 365's unique approach to
managed security services starts with
architecting a zero-trust security
model, deploying the right Microsoft
365 security solutions, and monitoring
the security of your organization with
the Guardian 365 service 24x7x365. 

Cybercriminals will attack the weakest
link and you need visibility across
platforms and tools to defend threats
with end-to-end security
management. Get 360-degree visibility
and peace of mind with customized
reporting for your IT security
operations.

Cyber attackers are working 24x7x365 to compromise your
systems. When you are targeted, will you survive an attack? 

Ongoing managed services
with always-on, managed
detection and response.

Secure Score evaluations,
cyber insurance reviews,
and security assessments.

Implementation and
configuration of Microsoft
365 security solutions.

Guardian 365 Highlights
Protection is key to the
security of your organization.

In the event of a cyber attack,
what are your odds of total
remediation?

On-demand executive
dashboards to drilldown
into events for visibility
into security insights.

Defend against threats with Guardian 365,
your key to better managed security.

Request a demo of Guardian 365 to learn more.
info@forsyteit.com | guardian365.com

mailto:sales@forsyteit.com


Microsoft 365 Security Suite deployments
24x7x365 Security event analysis and correlation
Remediation and notification of valid threat activity
On-demand access to Guardian 365 dashboards
Tier 2 security support 
Monthly check-in meetings
Continuous remediation assistance
Dedicated Guardian 365 support contact (CSAM)
Managed PIM Extender deployment
Discounted rates on extended service hours

Report on user risk and malicious behavior
Get security alerts in near real-time
Send mail and notifications with the click of a button

Gain control over your security operations

Turn actionable insights into workflows
Automate remediation of known threats
Reduce threat investigation and response times

Automated Cyber Response

Customized Security Dashboards

Forsyte security experts as an extension of your team
Audit checks and assessments for cyber insurance validations 
Reduced cyber insurance premiums

Reduced Overall Cybersecurity Costs

Cybercrime damage is projected to reach
$10.5 trillion annually by 2025.

GUARDIAN 365 SECURITY MANAGED SERVICES INCLUDES

info@forsyteit.com | guardian365.com
Request a demo of Guardian 365 to learn more.

1,988 40 157 954
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Get the right-size approach to unified security management and threat protection across
your hybrid and multi-cloud workloads for your organization. Looking for additional
security staff or eyes on, hands-on keyboard management around the clock?

Choose from additional security services to complete your security practice with
Guardian 365 for Servers and Eyes on 24x7, your resource for cyber insurance compliance.

Expert managed security around the clock.

GUARDIAN 365 FOR SERVERS INCLUDES:
Server Inventory
Ransomware Assessment
Cyber Insurance Review
Deployment of Defender for Cloud (as needed)
Security Assessment
Backup Strategy Assessment
Authentication & Identity Assessment
Secure Score Review
Regulatory Compliance Assessment

Guardian 365
PEN TESTING

Guardian 365
for

SERVERS

GUARDIAN 365 ANNUAL PEN TESTING: 
Comprehensive web application testing
Vulnerability scan and pen test
Documented test results and review
2nd pen test after remediation timeframe
Documented 2nd pen test results and review
10 IPs and 1 Comprehensive Website Test

End-to-End Security: Protect your servers and back office from attacks.

Tap into your dedicated Guardian 365 security team for 24x7x365 eyes-on
security and back-office support with around-the-clock security management.

info@forsyteit.com | guardian365.com
Request a demo of Guardian 365 to learn more.
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Protecting your organization from security breaches is the
#1 goal to managing security operations. Guardian 365
works to eliminate common hurdles associated with
enhanced security by providing an all-in-one managed
protection, detection, and response solution to security
teams across industries.

Experience peace of mind and one-stop management of
enterprise security and drive demonstrable return on
investment with Forsyte's expert security team. Support
security employees and free up resources to work on
other IT projects. Guardian 365 decreases the duration of
threat investigation and response, and lessens the
burdensome cost of cybersecurity incidents. 

Request a Guardian 365
demo to learn more.

It's time to rethink
your approach to
security.
EXPERT SECURITY AROUND THE CLOCK.

77%

of organizations do
not have an incident

response plan. 

80%

of organizations work
remotely, increasing

internet users and risk of
data exposure.

65%

of employers allow
employee access to

company applications from
unmanaged devices. 

On average, 20% of an organization's
data is accessible to all employees. 
A staggering 70% of data breaches
take months or years to discover. 

We make security easy.info@forsyteit.com | guardian365.com
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